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SHERATON HANNOVER PELIKAN HOTEL
Pelikanplatz 31, 30177 Hannover / Germany
T +49 511 90930
sheratonpelikanhannover.com

2.5 MILES / 3 KM ROUTE

1. Exit the hotel and keep left. At the end of the building turn 
left twice into Pelikanstrasse. 

2. Follow the Pelikanstrasse to the very end (approximately 
400m) and turn right into the Schneckenbergstrasse.

3. After approximately 100m, turn left towards the canal 
bridge.

4. Start your run on either side of the canal. Cross the canal 
at the next bridge and run back on the opposite side.

5 MILES / 9 KM ROUTE

1. Exit the hotel and keep left. At the end of the building turn 
left and then right towards the tram stop.

2. Cross the Podbielskistrasse and go into the 
Rubensstrasse (at the corner where the small bakery is).

3. Follow the Rubensstrasse to the end and cross the 
Walderseestrasse to enter the woods.

4. Turn left or right in the woods to start your run along the 
designated path.

Disclaimer notice: As a courtesy to our guests the attached running/wakling course map identifies 
distances and routes created by using an indepentent outside mapping source. This map was not 
created by the hotel. The identified routes are on city public streets and ways. As the hotel has no 
direct or indirect control over public areas we urge you to use common sense for your own safety 
and security. The hotel in no way guarantees the saftey or condition of the identified routes. Use 
of this map is at your own risk. Please observe all rules and posted signs and warnings, including 
traffic signals.


